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Introduction

The aim of the Intellectual Output 2 was to produce an augmented reality (AR) application to use as

a new teaching tool with the target group of the project. As an organization experienced in voca-

tional education and training of young people with multiple difficulties, IB Süd was responsible for

the development of this product. 

The aim of the output was to create an application for augmented reality allowing the learning of a

specific process for the use on devices such as smartphones and/or tablets. By augmented reality

we understand a software which allows to activate a new level of communication overlapping and

integrating the surrounding reality.

The idea to create this product arose from a series of reflections related to the needs of the target

audience of the project: autistic young people and young people with learning difficulties, but at the

same time, young people with fewer opportunities. 

Studies show that the use of virtual and augmented reality tools can facilitate the acquisition of

knowledge and skills in autistic children and youngsters. Autistic people often have difficulties in

understanding written and spoken language,  but are extremely interested in electronic  devices.

Often they need information given in visual form. Young people with learning difficulties often show

interest only in mobile phones and/or PCs, which is why, for them too, to convey contents through

tools that are so familiar to them can have an inestimable benefit. At the same time, these devices

are accessible to any young person. A tool of this type therefore responds to these needs and at the

same time allows experimentation in a protected manner. 

The partnership commonly decided to use the AR-application to illustrate how to operate safely at

work.  Safety at work is a transversal process, which is fundamental in any type of organization,

small or big, in any kind of sector. Being able to operate in safety is a requirement to carry out

internship experiences in a company.
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1 – Genesis and Design of the Augmented Reality Software

The tools composing IO2 are the result of a research work coordinated by IB Süd. The working team

included the manager of the IB VET Centre in Eislingen (Germany), a teacher working at the IB VET

Schools in Eislingen and a specialist in project management.  Other members of the pedagogical

staff were involved during the testing phase of the app.

The development of the software itself was realised by an experienced VET teacher of technical sub-

jects. The reason for the decision not to outsource this task was the fact that the colleague had both

the technical  skills  to develop the software as well  as years of  teaching experience with young

people with multiple difficulties. Therefore, it was an added value for the project to profit from his

knowledge in order to create tailor-made tools for the target groups of the project. During the dif -

ferent stages of the app-development, he also actively involved his students.  

The development process was divided into four main steps: search for platforms/tools for the soft-

ware development and using augmented contents, choosing and producing 3-D media, developing

of  the interactive app using augmented reality and at last  the implementation into educational

trainings.  

1 – Fixing contents and tools:

As a first thing for the preparation of the development it was essential to define the required media

contents considering the specific needs of the partners in relation to occupational safety training.

Each country has its own set of contents for training on the topic of safety at work. Additionally, at

the time of the development of the output related to this topic there were contents on behaviour in

the pandemic situation caused by the Corona-virus, necessary for every place of work in all coun-

tries of the EU. To facilitate the work, IB sent a draft where the partners could fill in a short descrip-

tion of possible dangerous situations and the media content that could help to handle it. 

According to the situation, a trigger had then to be defined. This trigger starts the app in the device

to show the virtual content mixed with the surrounded reality filmed by the device. QR-codes, pic-

tures, signs or objects are possible potential triggers. Text, pictures, 3-D objects, films or animations

(2-D and 3-D) are possible contents to be mixed with the reality. These contents can be linked to

several  interactive  actions  like  quizzes,  games  or  other  interactive  actions.
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2 – Choosing and producing media content:

The media content to be implemented into the augmented reality app had to be purchased or cre-

ated. The more complex the media is, the greater the effort in terms of money or workload. The

first step was therefore to search for media contents in free internet libraries. There are several

platforms offering media for  free use in exchange for  giving these platforms own media to be

shared. 

To produce 3-D media there are two ways. 3-D media can be built in construction- and design-soft-

ware. The faster way is to scan objects with a 3-D scanner. Actually a few new applications and

devices are on the market which come including tools for 3-D scanning what makes 3-D scanning

affordable. Sony and Samsung published an app using several surrounding photos or a surrounding

video sequence to calculate the 3-D model. Apple offers its new top devices like for example the

new iPad Pro with a new lidar technology. This technology allows the devices to realize the environ -

ment three-dimensional and to use the device as a 3-D scanner. It could be useful to get one of

these devices to use these new technologies. 

The task was to research the possibilities and to test them and then to decide which one to use for

the 3-D scanning. One very important criteria for this decision was the ability of this tool to export

the  scanned  media  in  a  file  format  that  can  be  imported  by  the  augmented  reality  app.

3 – Augmented-reality-app-development:

The rudimentary way to produce an augmented reality app is to use free programming tools such as

ARToolKit, Arkit or GoogleArcore. ARToolKit is an open source-programming tool for Android sys-

tems. Arkit is the corresponding tool for the development for iOS devices. Google ARCore is a tool

from Google, it is compatible with nearly all platforms. The prerequisite of these tools is knowledge

in programming the devices. Programming iOS needs additional financial resources as one has to be

subscribed to the developer community of Apple. The apps have to be approved by Apple before

they can be used, which can be a process of several weeks. 

The first task was to search the best tool. The best tool depends on the criteria of the decision of

the partnership. Producing an own app makes one independent from the market of existing apps

and systems but this advantage requires much time for the development. 
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Alternatively, the augmented reality apps can be produced using a platform that automates the pro-

gramming for the producer. The producer can easily combine contents and actions. The platform

should be able to import 3-D contents. The disadvantage is that the content can only be used with

the app of this content-manager. The great advantage of these tools is the possibility for non-ex-

perts to produce and rollout contents with a lot of actions that can be built. These actions have a

great motivational effect for everyone, especially for children and people with autism. One of the

most popular platform is metaverse. The app works with all platforms of devices.

Since in the case of WeAR non-experts should be able to change parts of the contents or in the best

case should be able to produce similar contents themselves, we commonly opted for the use of the

platform metaverse. 

4 – Implementation:

The last step was the implementation of the augmented reality app into the occupational safety

training. The app had to be tested on its functionality and acceptance by the pedagogical staff and

the young people involved in the project. Before organising a training using the complete app there

had to be events testing simple parts of the app to get a feeling which sort of content, which sort of

action and style gain the most acceptance and the biggest motivation of students. Therefore, the or-

ganisations involved (IB Süd, LARISO and ATC) implemented different trainings using the app.

2 – The Tools

The product of this research work are instructions on how to use the software chosen for this pro-

ject and produce and upload new contents to operate with it. The primary target group of these

tools are teachers, trainers and pedagogues working with young people willing to use an augmen-

ted reality app to convey specific contents.

The tools developed are:

1) instructions to start an account on metaverse

2) instructions to create an experience on metaverse

3) a link-table of metaverse experiences on safety at work
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4) a rally on safety at work to use with young people 

The tools produced are available for free at  www.wearproject.eu, translated into the four project

languages (Italian, English, German and Portuguese).

3 - The field experience

The software was tested by the three operating organisations (IB Süd, LARISO and ATC) with their

respective target groups.

The testing phase started in Portugal with the teachers and staff involved in the Learning Activity,

the app was then tested with the young people during the implementation phase of the training

module, approximately from January until July 2022. IB Süd collected feedback from the partners

for the fine-tuning of the app as concerns technical aspects and the displaying of the contents.

In total, the app was tested with approximately thirty young people aged 17 to 26 years old with

multiple difficulties ranging from autism, learning difficulties to social  disadvantages.  The imple-

mentation itself comprehended about 45 minutes for the introduction, 20 minutes for the rally and

20 minutes for the evaluation and follow-up.

In general, we can state that the use of the augmented reality was very positive. Our students were

enthusiastic to experiment the app and to approach the topic of safety at work in an interactive

way. The contents produced for the rally do not cover the whole training program of safety at work,

anyway we recommend to split the program in different learning units. 

With regard to the technical equipment, the augmented reality can be used either with a tablet or a

smartphone. It is very important to check in advance that the WiFi is good.  

Conclusion

The development of the AR-Output was a great motivational factor for the pedagogical staff.  The

colleagues involved strengthened their skills in creating and developing new tools. The integration

of a digital tool such as augmented reality into the classroom is a great achievement in terms of di-

gitalization  of  vocational  education.  Therefore,  we  encourage  all  the  teachers,  trainers  and
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educators willing to experiment new digital methods, to create their own tools, be creative and

experiment. 

On the level of the learners, the students involved learnt how to use new digital tools and acquired

an active role during the use of the app. In particular, the splitting of the contents into small and

clear parts of information turned to be a very successful approach for the transfer of knowledge to

young people with autism and learning difficulties.

Finally, the usability and attractiveness of the tool produced makes it easy to use for any type of

training topic, especially in the VET field. A similar procedure adopted for the realization of this

product can be used for the development of products related to the acquisition of others skills. 
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ANNEX
Metaverse: Starting an Account

To develop AR-contents in Metaverse Studio you need to have a personal account on the website of
Metaverse Studio. Developing contents is only possible on a PC.

1) After opening the link https://studio.gometa.io/landing you will see the following:

2) Press the button “Get Started”

- The email will be used for your logins.

- The email can be fictitious, it will not be checked and it is 
only necessary for your login.

After confirming your account by pressing the button “Create Account” you will see the landing
page of your account on the platform Metaverse Studio:
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Metaverse: Developing a first Experience

Contents developed with Metaverse Studio are called experiences. The first exemplary experience 
will show the answer to a task or a password needed.

1) Sign in to your Metaverse Studio account 
You will see the homepage of your personal account:

Here you get an overview of your own experiences and you can start to edit them from here.

2) Start the development of an experience
With the button  you start the development of a new experience and you will 
reach the developer environ- ment
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b) Testing the experience c) Publishing of the experiencea) Title of the experience

d) Standard-frame

h) button(s)

g) Picture-frame

f) Text
e) Name



a) Title of the experience
With the name of the experience you can find it in your experience library

b) Testing the experience
This button shows a QR-Code. Scanning this QR-code with your app will start your experience 
without publishing it or its newest changes.

c) Publishing
By pressing this button the developed experience will be added to the library. 
Usually the experience will be published with the standard options. By choosing the advanced 
options, you have the possibility to avoid the public to use or see your experiences or that they 
can be cloned.

d) Standard – frame
There are different types of frames. For the beginning the standard frame is satisfactory giving 
the facilities of placing text and a picture. In all sort of frames you can place buttons to role the 
story of your experience.

e) Giving a name to the frame
Frames can get a name. Giving the frames a name makes it easier to define the story of the ex-
perience.

f) Text
The text transports the information to the user.

g) Picture – frame
The graphic in the picture frame supports the transportation of information. Pictures can be 
chosen from the library. The library can be added by your own media contents.

h) Buttons
You can scroll the story by using the buttons. The buttons can get a text. Right next to (?) / of (?)  
the button there is a linking point. For every linking point you can define the action that will be 
started when pressing the button. According to the defined action, the story line will be added in 
the developer environment of your experience.
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3) Give a name to your experience
- click into the name field just right above the frame

- insert the name for the experience

- click on any other place in the developer environment

4) Insert the text
- click into the text field

- insert the text
 in our example: “The solution for the exercise is: 27”

                                         - click on any other place in the developer environment

5) Adding a picture
- click into the picture frame
  a library of available pictures will open
  with the button right at the top of the window of the library you can add / upload
  own new pictures

In our example choose the picture “Alfred Hitchcock”.

The result should look like this:
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6) Button
In our example the exercise has to be terminated with a button

- click on the transparent button silhouette

- the button is now active and got a colour
 Right to the button you see now a linking point.
 Here you can see the story line.
 If the function of the button is not defined, a warning triangle
 can be seen indicating missing options.

If the focus is on the button you can see at the top on the 
right side the options for the button:

- Following our example insert the following text:
  “ Got it “

- Click on the options for the transition control and 
 choose the option “End of Experience”
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7) Publishing 

Click on the button  (you find it on the top at the right side).
If not done in step 3 you now have to give a name to the experience.

 After you confirmed your settings…the information of your experience will be shown.

Congratulations!

You developed your first experience.
You are now able to develop and publish simple Exercises with Metaverse Studio and to publis
them.
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Link-Table of Metaverse-Experiences on Safety at Work 

Title Description Link QR-Code

WeAR Partners Overview of the col-
leagues of the partner 
organizations particip-
ating in the Erasmus 
project WeAR

https://mtvrs.io/Pre-
ciousLowTeledu

Fire extinguisher How to use a fire extin-
guisher

https://mtvrs.io/Triangu-
larMemorableAt-
lanticbluetang

Fire alarm How to behave in the 
case of a fire alarm

https://mtvrs.io/
LiveSecondSmew

Fire detected What you should do if 
you detect a fire inside 
your rooms

https://mtvrs.io/
IllYearlyTamarin

Pictogram hot Gives the detailed warn-
ing message for the At-
tention hot pictogram 
according to the safe 
method

https://mtvrs.io/Far-
flungSlipperyBasenji
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Title Description Link QR-Code

First aid kit Get an overview over 
the contents of a small 
first aid kit

https://mtvrs.io/CoarsePer-
uKingfisher

Defibrillator How to use a defibril-
lator

https://mtvrs.io/Familiar-
CrushingTadpole

Password Password to be used in 
a rally-game

https://mtvrs.io/EvenSeri-
ousXiaosaurus
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Rally on Safety at Work

Nr. Description

1) What can you extinguish with an extinguisher of the fire protection class C?

Liquid materials or materials becoming liquid like petrol, oils, paints, tar, ether, alco-
hol, stearin, paraffin.

2) What can happen if you touch hot surfaces? 

Second grade burns until burn blisters.

3) What is to do first if you find an unconscious person?

Speak to him*her, check breathing and heartbeat.

4) You have detected a fire and you want to call the emergency number.

a) Which number do you have to call?
   
112.

b) What do you have to say?

 Where did it happen.
 Who you are.
 What happened.
 How many people are involved.
 Waiting for questions or instructions.
  
c) What do you have to do after you said everything?

 Wait for questions or instructions.

5) Why is it important in a case of fire to shut the windows before starting to evacuate?

The fire needs oxygen.
Without oxygen there is no fire.
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Nr. Description

6) What is to do next after you successfully extinguished a fire?

Observing the fire place until the fire brigade arrives giving instructions to you.
The fire could start burn again at every point in time.

7) Why is it possible to use a defibrillator even if you never saw one before?

The defibrillator gives instructions to you with sound and pictures/movies.

8) To which place do you have to evacuate?
Go to this place and notice the password you can get there.

Until you reach the evacuation point marked with a sign.
Password: cheesecake

9) Sketch/ draw the warning signal that warns in case of hot surfaces.

10) What is the most important thing to do in case of facing a dangerous situation?

Keep calm and take care of your own safety.
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